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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Gray-Scott  model represents what is called cubic autocatalysis [1-3], and is given by the 
chemical reaction equations 
{ k_~i A+2B~3B,  ra te=k lab  2, 
B ~ C, rate = k2b. 
Here kl, k2, and k I are positive rate constants. In this paper we consider a continuously fed 
unstirred reaction (CFUR),  and we assume that  the rate v at which A is supplied is positive 
if the concentration a of A drops below a preassigned value ao, and negative if it exceeds a0. 
Specifically, we assume that  
v = kf(ao - a). 
In view of the absence of stirring, the different concentrations depend not only on time t, but, due 
to diffusion, also on the location in the reactor. In this setting nontrivial stat ionary and moving 
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spatial patterns are known to arise [4-8]. Assuming a one-dimensional geometry, with spatial 
coordinate x, the Gray-Scott model leads to the following system of reaction-diffusion equations 
for the profiles of the concentrations a(x, t) and b(x, t) of, respectively, A and B: 
Oa 02a 
--Ot = DA~x2 -- klab2 + k l (a°  - a), (1.1a) 
Ob 0% 
0-~ = DB-O-~x2 + klab2 - k2b, (1.1b) 
in which DA and DB are the diffusion coefficients of the chemicals A and B. 
In an earlier paper [9], we showed that if 
kf k2 
- - -  (1 .2 )  
DA DB' 
then there exist stat ionary spatial patterns in the form of Solitons and in the form of Kinks. 
We also proved that these patterns continue to exist for parameter values for which (1.2) does 
not hold exactly, but only approximately. When (1.2) holds, these solitons and kinks can be 
computed explicitly. In the present paper, we study the dynamicso f  system (1.1) when the 
diffusion coefficients are equal: 
.DA = DB. (1.3) 
For nonbiological systems this is a realistic assumption since the mobility of inhibitor and activa- 
tor are often similar [7,10,11]. It is also an interesting assumption from a dynamical perspective, 
since it has been a widely held view that stable nontrivial patterns can only exist in systems 
with significantly different diffusion coefficients ( ee [7,10] for a discussion). The effect of widely 
different diffusion coefficients in coupled scalar eaction diffusion equations was recently empha- 
sized by a result of Nishiura [12], which says that for a large class of such systems the number 
of stable nonconstant s eady states can be made arbitrarily large by choosing the ratio of the 
diffusion coefficients sufficiently small. 
In Section 2, we give explicit formulas for kinks and solitons. Then, in Sections 3 and 4 we 
address the question of their stability. We shall show that when (1.2) holds, either exactly, or 
approximately, then the kinks constructed in [9] are asymptotically stable, and the two families 
of solitons found in [9] are all unstable. 
2. STAT IONARY CONCENTRATION PROFILES  
In this section, we introduce dimensionless variables and give the explicit expressions for the 
solitons and the kinks obtained in [9]. We write 
a b 
U = - - ,  V = - - ,  X = 
a0  a0  
and define the dimensionless constants 
A -  kl B = k2 
klan'  k lan'  
When we then drop the tildes, system (1.1) becomes 
x, = kla0h, (2.1) 
DB 
= - - .  (2.2) and d DA 
ut = uxx - uv 2 + A(1 - u), (2.3a) 
vt = dv~x + uv 2 - By .  (2.3b) 
Note that the family of stationary solutions is determined by three parameters. In order to reduce 
this number to two, we carry out one further scaling of the variables and introduce new constants 
1 A 
fc = Bx ,  f~(~2) = u(x) ,  ~(~) = -~v(x) ,  and A = --S2 , "7 = Sd .  (2.4) 
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Invoking the equal diffusivity assumption (1.3) (d -- 1), we now obtain the following system of 
equations: 
ut = u~ - uv 2 + )`(1 - u), 
~/vt : 7vxx + uv 2 - v, 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
where we have dropped the tildes. They involve the two constants )` and % An elementary 
computation shows that system (2.5) has three spatially uniform equilibrium states if and only 
if )` > 4. In addition, when 
1 
) ,7=1 and 0<7< ~, 
then the following solitons and kinks were found in [9]. 
SOLITONS. 
I. If 0 < ~ < 2/9, then 
37 , v(x) = 3 (2.6) 
u(x) = 1 - 1 + Q cos h(x /v~ ) 1 + Q cos h(x /v~) '  
in which Q = x/1 - 97/2, is a stationary Sol iton of problem (2.5). 
II. If 2/9 < 3' < 1/4, then 
u(x)  - 1 - w a7 v(x)  = 1 + w a (2.7a) 
- 7 + 1 + bcosh(cx) '  2---~- 1 + bcosh(cx) '  
in which 
3 w(1 + w) x/1 - 3w ~ + w) 
a= b -  c :  
"y l+3w ' l+3w ' 7x/~ 
is a stationary Sol i ton of problem (2.5). 
KINKS. 
III. If "y = 2/9, then 
u(x)=-~ 2-  tanh 
is a stationary Kink  of problem (2.5). 
w = X/1 - 47, (2.7b) 
v(x )= ~ l+tanh  
The three types of solutions are shown in Figure 1. 
REMARK. The solitons and kinks (u(x),  v (x) )  given above all have the property that 
(2.8) 
p(x)  de=f U(X) -- 1 + 7V(X) = 0. (2.9) 
3. INSTABIL ITY  OF  THE SOL ITONS 
It is convenient to replace the variable u by the linear combination p of u and v defined in (2.9). 
Adding equations (2.5a) and (2.5b) we obtain the system: 
where 
Pt = Pzx - )`P, (3.1a) 
vt = vxz + lpv2  - f (v , 'y ) ,  (3.1b) 
7 
f(v, 7) = lv  (1 - v + ~/v2) . (3.1c) 
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Figure 1. The two types of solitons and the kink. 
In addition, we supply the initial data 
p(x,O)=po(x) and v(x,O) = vo(x), x 6R.  (3.2) 
We shall assume that Po and vo lie in the space X of bounded continuous functions on R, that 
is, X = (CB(R)) 2. Let us introduce the subspace Xo C X denoted by 
Xo = ( (p ,v ) :  p = o}. (3.3) 
Clearly, Xo is invariant: if (Po, Vo) E Xo, then 
(p(., t), v(., t)) 6 Xo, for all t _> O, 
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and hence v(x, t) is a solution of the Cauchy Problem 
v, = vxx • • R ,  t > o, (3.4a)  
v(x, O) = Vo(X), x • R. (3.4b) 
As was observed in [9], the solitons and the kinks found when A7 -- 1 all belong to X0. It was 
found in [13,14] that the soliton solutions of this problem are unstable. But if the solitons are 
unstable in X0, then they are also unstable in the full space X. This proves that the solitons of 
type I and II presented in Section 2 are unstable. 
4. STABIL ITY  OF  THE K INK 
Throughout this section, except for a final Remark, we set V = 2/9 and A = 9/2, and denote 
the kink by (p, v) = (0, ~) def ~, where ~o is given by 
3x 3 { l+tanh (~-~)  } = 
We begin this section with a few remarks on known methods for proving the stability of the 
stationary kinks. Due to the fact that we are considering (1.1) on R, the translation invariance 
implies that each kink belongs to a smooth curve g of kinks; that is, if ~ is a kink, then ~(. + ~) is 
a kink for any ~ • R. This implies that the linearized operator L about ff always has zero as an 
eigenvalue. The following result is known and is contained in [15, Section 5.1] (for related work, 
see [16,171). 
THEOREM 4.1. If L is the linear variational operator for a kink ~ and the spectrum a(L) = 
{0} t_) a*, where 0 is a simple eigenvalue and Rea* _< v < 0, then the kink is stable in the 
following sense: for any small neighbourhood U in X of ~, there are constants ~ > 0, M > 0, 
such that, for any initial data in U, the corresponding solution z(x, t) satisfies: 
]lz(.,t) - ¢(. + ~)[l~ -< Mllz(., 0) - C(-)[l~e -~t. 
Here, as in Section 3, X denotes the space of bounded continuous functions on R. 
The idea of the proof is very simple even though technically nontrivial. The line of equilibria 
{~(. + ~), ~ • R} is a center manifold of the equation which has the property that, for each ~ • R, 
there is a smooth submanifold W~ in X of codimension one such that, if z0 • W~, then the so- 
lution z(x, t) = (v(x, t),p(x, t)) of (3.1), corresponding to the initial value zo(x) = (po(x), vo(x) , 
converges exponentially to ~(x + ~) in the uniform topology of X. The union U~eRW~ is an 
open neighborhood of the line of equilibria. Therefore, for any z0 in this neighborhood, there is 
a ~ = ~(z0) such that z0 • W~ and the conclusion in the theorem is valid. 
Thus, we first derive the variational operator L corresponding to (3.1), and substitute 
p(x, t) = er(x)e -"t, v(x, t) = ~(x) + ew(x)e -"t (4.1) 
in which # • C, and ~ • R is small. Then, to first order in 6 we obtain the system 
r" + (# - A) r = 0, (4.2a) 
w" + {# - f '(~,'y)} w + "y-lr ~02 = 0. (4.2b) 
We need to study the spectrum 
a(L) = {# E C :  problem (4.2) has a nontrivial solution (r,w) E X}.  (4.3) 
We divide a = a(L) into two parts: 
ao = {Iz • a:  (r,w) = (0, w)} and al = a\ao .  (4.4) 
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LEMMA 4.2. Fz = 0 is a simple eigenvalue. 
PROOF. Since (p,v) = (0,~) is a solution of the stationary problem corresponding to (3.1), 
differentiating equation (3.1) with respect o x shows that # = 0 is an eigenvalue of (4.2) with 
corresponding eigenfunction (0, ~'). 
To show that it is simple, we note that if # = 0, then because A > 0, the only bounded solution 
of (4.2a) is the trivial one, r = 0. Since ~' has only one sign, it follows from standard theory that 
tt = 0 is a simple eigenvalue for equation (4.2b) when r = 0, and that ~' is the only eigenfunction. 
Thus, # is a simple eigenvalue for problem (4.2). 
REMARK. That ~' is the only eigenfunction also follows from a Wronskian argument. Let wl = ~, 
and let w2 be a second eigenfunction. Then we see that W(wl ,w2)  = wlw2' - w lw '  2 = 0, so that 
wl /w2 = constant. Hence, w2 is a multiple of wl. 
LEMMA 4.3. We have 
(71 ={a+i~EC:a>_A,  ~3 = 0}. 
PROOF. Let # = a + it3 E (71, and let (r, w) be the corresponding eigenfunction. Then we know 
from the definition of (71 that r is a nontrivial bounded solution of (3.1a). This implies that # - A 
must be real and positive, as was asserted. 
Next, let # E (70. Then (#, w) is a solution of the equation 
w" + - )w = O, (4 .5a)  
where 
q(x)= 1 -  2cosh {Sx/2 ) " (4.5b) 
Note that q(x) ~ 1/7 = A = 9/2 as x ~ +ec. Hence the essential spectrum (7~ is given by 
(Te = [A, 
and (70 N (-c~, A) consists of isolated points [18, p. 1564]. The principal eigenvalue and eigen- 
function are 
9 1 
(#,w) = (0, wl), where wl(x)  = ~'(x) = 4v~ cosh2 (3x /2v~ ' (4.6) 
and the second eigenvalue and eigenfunction are easily found to be (see also [19, p. 103]) 
Thus, we have proved the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. We have 
where w2(x) = sin h (3x/2v~) (4.7) 
cos h 2 (3x/2x/~ "
(70 \ (0) C {~ + if~ E C : ~ _> -~, B = 0} .  
It follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 that because 27/8 < 9/2 = A, we have 
(7* = (7 \ {O} C {a  + ii3 E C : ~ > 2-7:, ~ = 0} . (4.8) 
Lemma 4.2, together with the properties (4.8) of the spectrum, enable us to apply Theorem 4.1 
and conclude that the kink ( is asymptotically stable, and even exponentially stable. 
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THEOREM 4.5. The heterocBnic orbit ~ is asymptotical ly stable. Specifically, there exist con- 
stants  6, M ,  n > 0, and ~ E R such that  i f  
l i z ( . ,o )  - <2(')11~ < ~, 
then 
Ilz(., t) - ~(. + ~)l l~ <- M l l z ( . ,o )  - ~(.) l l~ e-~t.  
REMARK. If  3' 7 ~ 2/9,  A ¢ 9/2,  and DA 7 £ DB,  but  these quant i t ies  are suff ic iently close, then 
we can sti l l  show that  Re a*(3', A, DA, DB) < v < 0 and conc lude that  the  k ink is stable.  
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